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Gotham Bold Font For WindowsGotham Book Font MicrosoftDownload Free Fonts For Microsoft WordFree FontsOn a Mac,
if you select the style “Gotham Bold”, OpenType version, it will appear correctly: Although Microsoft Word adds “Bold” to it
once style is selected (removing the “Bold”, by clicking on the button, makes the font looks like Gotham Book or Gotham Thin,
so since it appears correctly.. If you want to capture the spirit of Gotham, but would like a little more exclusivity, there are some
excellent free alternatives, we’ve collected some of them here.. Use ' Gotham Bold' font as a Webfont You can create beautiful
websites with great typography using the @font-face kit of Gotham Bold font.. Perhaps a touch more Miami than Manhattan 4
RalewayRaleway is a comprehensive geometric sans-serif in 18 fonts.

A fraction more humanist that Gotham, especially in the lowercase, Vision uses the same basic letterforms with a slightly
narrower, less rounded skeleton.. As with many typefaces, with great popularity comes great overuse Designer’s immediately
took to Gotham, and it started to become a highly predictable choice.. Much of the basic form is inspired by Gotham, and Nexa
is great for branding projects.
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6 Museo SansIf Gotham is overused, it is only marginally more overused than the next typeface in our list.. The typeface
Gotham is one of the most popular sans-serifs in circulation Designed at the turn of the millennium by Tobias Frere-Jones for
the Hoefler & Co.. type foundry, it is based on the basic letterforms that Frere-Jones saw in use on buildings around Manhattan,
in signage and architectural lettering.. The quintessentially American feeling in the design has resulted in the typeface’s use in
countless branding projects—Barack Obama’s presidential campaign, the National September 11 Memorial & Museum, and
Saturday Night Live, as well as many other household names have adopted Gotham.. Described by Hoefler & Co simply as,
“What letters look like” it’s the typeface’s modernity, honesty, and assuredness that make it so popular.

It was inspired by local architectural signage just as Gotham was The marginally wider letterforms of Montserrat give it a
relaxed feel that Gotham can’t muster.. 5 VisionVision is an entire family of 12 fonts free for both commercial, and non-
commercial work.. Museo Sans is wildly popular with web designers because it offers the same aesthetic, for nothing.. 2
NexaNexa Light, and Nexa Bold, are both available to download for free They are a little more expressive than some of the
typefaces in this list, notably the lowercase g and the uppercase J and Q.

Webfont and @font-face supported all up-to-date browsers can use comfortably @font-face is very easy to use, click here to
download Gotham Bold webfont kit.. Enjoy!1 MontserratDesigner Julieta Ulanovsky named Monserrat after the neighbourhood
in Buenos Aires in which she works.. 3 Pier SansMathieu Desjardins’ Pier Sans is a free font with 10 styles Similarly geometric
to Gotham, Pier Sans pushes the 1930s feel a little further.. Museo Sans 500 can be downloaded for free for commercial and
non-commercial work.. Weights range from thin to black, and each weight has an accompanying italic Intended for use at
display sizes, it is close to Gotham in numerous ways, with the obvious exception of the spine on the S. e10c415e6f 
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